As Of September 5, 2013

Tech Innovators Family Circle Café Twin (TIFC Café Twin)
Fairfax VA DC Hub Community
An Affordable Protocol Demo to Strengthen Social Capital at Hometown
USA. Virtual Teaming focusing on educational music video games, tech
development, and “eat and meet” Saturday buffet breakfast event planned
linked to Café Twin Show taping once a month for distribution via top 5
public access non-commercial cable channels at Metro DC hub . SBIR or
Crowd Funding Pre-Proposals Café Twin Multi-discipline key focus.

Tech Innovators Family Circle Cafe Twin (TIFC Cafe Twin)
Conversation: Cafe Twin Show on Community TV supports the community
education mission, distributed by the 5 key non-commercial public access stations
located in Fairfax Metro DC Hub as planned. The previous Cafe Twin Show plan.
This educational and regional music once a month half our TV show event must
be philanthropy supported activity, continuing the philosophy and experience
developed by Avi and John via Aviv’s previous Community TV show, Our Family Origins
and John's current TV show, Communicating Today Show.
Tech Innovators Family Circle (TIFC) event is monthly Saturday breakfast event
geared to tech innovators located in Fairfax Metro DC hub, 9:30 AM-11:30 AM as per the
success model developed by Avi for many years in his previous career in the financial
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service industry and as a member of the technical association, ieee.org , developed the
predecessor "success model" as a volunteer president of Ieee.org metro dc chapter.
Now for TIFC Cafe Twin, the community TV show and TIFC monthly event are
being combined to support the task of developing "social capital" and knowledge
experience based on the "success model" in existence in America by Ben Franklin's
Junto Club in Philadelphia.
In order to execute TIFC Cafe Twin, Kick Starter submitted proposal is asking for
$10,000 for one year project with one Cafe Twin Show per month and the Space Hub
Proposal is asking for $6000 for one Special Event with 50 community shakers and
movers invited to a buffet lunch linked to a Special Music & Educational Event at a
convenient Community TV show in Fairfax, VA.
But though both of this philanthropy based proposals are accepted by respected
two crowdfunding source, the requirement for community support is not met.
Avi has started working on getting if possible by discussing with some of the 15
Chamber of Commerce existing in Fairfax and also this one technical association.
But this task needs some support also to enable for the Chambers and others to
understand the value proposition of TIFC Cafe Twin to help strengthen knowledge
economy infrastructure here in Fairfax County VA and our Washington DC tech hub as
is logical and supported widely by those who understands the knowledge economy
infrastructure building imperative. Strangely VC & Financial Service community (IE
BANKS!) Appear so far not to appreciate or understand the value and long term priority
need of philanthropy based capacity building support structure such as is our TIFC
protocol.
Question: How do we solve this barrier we have faced for developing TIFC at
Metro DC Hub? Background on TIFC Cafe Twin 01. Group:�
� Tech Innovators Family
Circle__Fairfax VA Metro DC

http://www.blenderartists.org/forum/group.php?groupid=124
Background Short Video at UTUBE on TIFC at Fairfax VA Metro DC Hub:
July 7, 2013-07-07 Tech Innovators Family Circle Café Twin
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O6xsRFmOWoM&feature=youtu
UTUBE New Video 8.0 Minutes in Length (“Unlisted” category Fairfax VA Metro DC Hub)

Contact: Café Twin:
http://clubtwin.waldenthree.net/
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